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ABSTRACT

This paper examines the calculation of the seismic demand hazard in a practice-oriented manner via the
use of seismic response analyses at few intensity levels. The seismic demand hazard is a more robust
measure for quantifying seismic performance, when seismic hazard is represented in a probabilistic for-
mat, than intensity-based assessments, which remain prevalent in seismic design codes. It is illustrated
that, for a relatively complex bridge–foundation–soil system case study, the seismic demand hazard can
be estimated with sufficient accuracy using as little as three intensity measure levels that have exceedance
probabilities of 50%, 10% and 2% in 50 years which are already of interest in multi-objective
performance-based design. Compared with the conventional use of the mean demand from an
intensity-based assessment(s), it is illustrated that, for the same number of seismic response analyses, a
practice-oriented ‘approximate’ seismic demand hazard is a more accurate and precise estimate of the
‘exact’ seismic demand hazard. Direct estimation of the seismic demand hazard also provides information
of seismic performance at multiple exceedance rates. Thus, it is advocated that if seismic hazard is
considered in a probabilistic format, then seismic performance assessment, and acceptance criteria, should
be in terms of the seismic demand hazard and not intensity-based assessments. Copyright © 2013 John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Earthquake-induced ground motion hazard can be prescribed in a scenario-based or probability-based
manner [1–3]. A probabilistic representation of ground motion hazard, as conventionally computed
from probabilistic seismic hazard analysis, comprises all potential earthquake ruptures, which pose a
ground motion hazard to the site considered, the likelihood of rupture occurrence and the
uncertainty in the consequent ground motion at a site. The so-called seismic hazard curve, one result
of probabilistic seismic hazard analysis, provides the rate [2] (or probability [4]) of exceedance of
the ground motion intensity measure (IM) considered. Thus, the (continuous) seismic hazard curve
illustrates that all ground motion IM values in its domain can occur, although obviously some with a
greater likelihood than others.

Despite the fact that a seismic hazard curve provides information for a continuum of IM values, it
is common to assess seismic performance on the basis of the seismic response of the system
considered to ground motions conditioned on a single IM value. Such a seismic performance
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assessment at a single value of the conditioning IM is referred to as an intensity-based assessment
herein. For example, current seismic design guidelines (e.g. [5–8]) prescribe seismic performance
criteria on the basis of the mean seismic demand obtained from an ensemble of ground motions
scaled to a ‘target’ (often the inappropriate uniform hazard spectrum [9, 10]) for a given
exceedance rate. However, the results of an intensity-based assessment have several fundamental
limitations for use in seismic performance assessment [11]. Firstly, by definition, the distribution
of seismic demand (or so-called engineering demand parameter (EDP)) from an intensity-based
assessment, fEDP|IM(edp|imy), is conditional on ground motions with IM values of IM = imy from
the seismic hazard curve at a desired exceedance rate (lIM(imy) = y). Thus, although the seismic
hazard curve directly provides information on the likelihood of a certain level of ground motion
being exceeded (i.e. lIM(imy) = y), no direct information on the unconditional exceedance of the
demand, EDP = edp, can be obtained from fEDP|IM(edp|imy), because a specific value of EDP = edp
can be exceeded by ground motions with intensity different than IM = imy. Secondly, the
distribution of seismic demand from an intensity-based assessment, fEDP|IM(edp|imy), for an IM
value with a given exceedance rate, lIM(imy) = y, is not unique, but is in fact a function of the
particular conditioning IM considered [12, 13].

Similar to the ground motion IM hazard, lIM, the seismic demand hazard, lEDP, directly
provides the exceedance rate of some seismic demand metric for a continuum of values. The
seismic demand hazard is computed by integrating the ground motion IM hazard and the
distribution of seismic demand versus ground motion IM obtained from multiple IM levels. As
such, the seismic demand hazard considers the multiple potential causal earthquake ruptures;
the likelihood of rupture occurrence; uncertainty in the consequent ground motion (as contained
in the ground motion IM hazard); and the uncertainty in the consequent seismic response.
Furthermore, unlike intensity-based assessments, the seismic demand is independent of the
choice of the conditioning IM [12].

Because of the aforementioned conceptual benefits of the seismic demand hazard as a demand-based
metric for seismic performance assessment, it has become increasingly utilised in earthquake
engineering research (e.g. [12–22]). Such research endeavours, however, as exemplified by the cited
references, typically use a large number of ground motion IM levels, and ground motions per IM
level, resulting in the requirement of hundreds, sometimes thousands, of seismic response analyses.
Because such a large number of analyses are not feasible in many practical situations, it may
therefore seem that the computation of the seismic demand hazard is something reserved for only
high-importance engineered structures in practice.

Attempts to simplify PBEE methodologies have been previously considered [23–29]. Such
examples, however, consider simplified solutions of the methodologies based on analytical
idealizations. In contrast, simplified implementation of PBEE methodologies can also be
considered via an exact solution of the governing equations, but a simplification in the
required input data. For example, Eads et al. [30] illustrated how the collapse hazard can be
efficiently computed by simply reducing the number of required analyses to define the
collapse fragility curve, whereas others (e.g. [31, 32]) have utilised simplified seismic response
analysis methods.

The aim of this paper is to examine the accuracy with which the seismic demand hazard can
be estimated using significantly fewer IM levels than those that have been considered in
previous research. The next section outlines further theoretical and practical details for
computing the seismic demand hazard. The case study of a bridge–foundation–soil system,
used to provide empirical results, is then described. Following this, the error introduced as a
result of interpolation and extrapolation of the EDP|IM relationship based on seismic
response analyses at few IM levels is illustrated. The effect of error in the EDP|IM
relationship on the computed seismic demand hazard is then examined for a multitude of
EDPs and conditioning IMs. Finally, the errors resulting from this ‘practice-oriented’
approximate calculation of the seismic demand hazard are compared with ‘worst-case’
intensity-based assessments [11], which involve performing intensity-based assessments with multiple
conditioning IMs in an attempt to circumvent the non-uniqueness of an intensity-based assessment with
a single conditioning IM.
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2. SEISMIC DEMAND HAZARD COMPUTATION

2.1. Theory of the demand hazard

Formally, the seismic demand hazard, lEDP(edp), provides the rate of exceedance of a specific level of
seismic demand, EDP= edp, and can be computed following the intensity-based approach from (e.g. [12])

lEDP edpð Þ ¼
Z1

0

PEDPjIM edpjimð Þ dlIM imð Þ
dIM

����
����dIM (1)

where capitalised symbols represent variables, whereas lower case symbols represent realisations of their
capitalised counterpart; PEDP|IM(edp|im) is the probability that EDP> edp given IM= im, which can be
obtained directly from the probability density function, fEDP|IM(edp|im); and lIM(im) is the seismic
hazard curve, which provides the rate of exceedance of IM> im.

The computation of the seismic demand hazard via Equation (1) is shown graphically in Figure 1.
Figure 1(a) illustrates that for each value of IM considered in the integral, the derivate of the hazard
curve is computed. The absolute value of the derivative (which is negative) is required because the
hazard curve is conventionally expressed as an ‘exceedance curve’ rather than a ‘non-exceedance
curve’. Figure 1(b) illustrates that the EDP|IM relationship is obtained on the basis of performing
seismic response analysis for numerous values of IM and recording the value of the EDP
considered. It is commonly justified that the EDP|IM distribution is lognormal, and hence, for each
IM level considered, the distribution parameters (mean, m, and standard deviation, s) are obtained
via statistical inference. To compute the value of PEDP|IM(edp|im) at IM levels other than that for
which seismic response analyses are computed as part of the integration, some form of interpolation/
extrapolation is required, as elaborated upon subsequently. Hence, as depicted graphically in
Figure 1(b), it can be seen that the seismic demand hazard requires the specification of the EDP|IM
relationship over a continuum of IM values, and thus, multiple IM levels at which seismic response
analyses are required. Figure 1(b), for example, contains the results of seismic response analyses at 11
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the calculation of the seismic demand hazard: (a) ground motion intensity
measure (IM) hazard, lIM(im); (b) distribution of seismic demand conditional on various intensity measure

values, fEDP|IM(edp|im); and (c) the computed seismic demand hazard, lEDP(edp).
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different IM levels (with 25 ground motions per IM level). Thus, in comparison with considering the
seismic response at only a single IM level via a single intensity-based assessment, the computation of
the seismic demand hazard in this example involves 11 times the number of seismic response analyses
to be conducted (and therefore also 11 times the number of ground motion to be selected for these
analyses). As elaborated upon subsequently, the number of IM levels, which is required for an accurate
computation of the demand hazard, is a critical consideration and is thus the focus of this paper.

2.2. Practical computation of the seismic demand hazard

To understand the requirements for the practical computation of the seismic demand hazard via
Equation (1), it is useful to consider the six sources of error, which can occur in this computation
([12], p. 1430):

(1) interpolation of the seismic hazard curve, lIM(im);
(2) selection of ground motions;
(3) lognormal assumption of the distribution of EDP|IM;
(4) interpolation/extrapolation of the mean and variance of EDP|IM;
(5) uncertainty in the mean and variance of EDP|IM due to the finite number of seismic response

analyses performed;
(6) numerical approximation of the continuous demand hazard integral.

As noted by Bradley [12], error source 6 is minimised via appropriate numerical integration
algorithms and tolerances (e.g. [33]). It should be noted that the direct numerical solution of
Equation (1) is trivial, and that because approximate analytical solutions are both inaccurate and
require additional effort to fit idealised relationships, they are therefore not recommended for
quantitative use [26]. Error sources 2 and 3 can be considered as methodology-type uncertainties.
Error source 2 will be statistically insignificant if ground motions are selected appropriately using
the generalized conditional intensity measure (GCIM) approach [9, 34]. Error source 3 is usually
negligible as the lognormal approximation is generally appropriate for the distribution of EDP|IM (e.
g. [14, 35–37]). The remaining error sources 1, 4 and 5 are therefore those that relate directly to the
computational costs of performing the seismic hazard and seismic response analyses.

Error source 1 can be minimised if the seismic hazard curve is provided at a sufficiently large
number of IM levels, which is practical because the computational cost of doing so is typically
several orders of magnitude less than that required for performing numerous seismic response
analyses [12]. If the seismic hazard curve is provided by an external third party (e.g. http://
geohazards.usgs.gov/hazardtool/), then the analyst may not have the option of obtaining lIM(im) at
many points. However, lIM(im) is typically a ‘very smooth’ function (i.e. the first derivative changes
slowly with IM), because it is the result of a probabilistic calculation with large uncertainties, and
therefore, usually a sufficient number of points are given for error source 1 to be unimportant.

Error sources 4 and 5 are the principal hindrance in the computation of the seismic demand hazard,
because seismic response analyses are significantly more computationally demanding than calculation
of the seismic hazard curve. In this paper, particular attention is given to the effect of error source 4
resulting from the interpolation (and extrapolation) of the mean and variance of EDP|IM based on
performing seismic response analyses at only a few IM levels. To examine this error source,
‘approximate’ results, based on the use of seismic response analyses at only a few IM levels, will be
compared with the ‘exact’ results, based on the use of a large number of IM levels. Obviously,
attention to the number of ground motion records considered at each IM level is also of importance
(i.e. error source 5), but is beyond the scope of the current paper.

3. CASE STUDY CONSIDERED

To adequately assess the accuracy of the demand hazard computed using seismic response analyses at a
small number of intensity levels, it is necessary to consider a seismic response problem which is
nontrivial. As such, the seismic response of a bridge–foundation–soil system in which the
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foundation soils are susceptible to liquefaction is examined here. The specific bridge–foundation–soil
seismic response model considered represents the transverse direction of the Fitzgerald Avenue bridge
in Christchurch, New Zealand. Several previous seismic response analysis studies have been
performed for this structure, in both the transverse [12, 38] and longitudinal [39] directions. In the
following comparisons of calculated demand hazard curves, the seismic response analysis results
presented in the work of Bradley [12] are directly utilised, and therefore, the reader is directed to the
work of Bradley [12], and references therein, to obtain further detail on the geometry of the system
and the modelling of its various components.

The seismic response of the case study structure was considered via a total of 1650 seismic response
analyses, comprising [12]:

(1) six different conditioning IMs (peak ground acceleration, peak ground velocity, 0.5-s spectral
acceleration (SA(0.5)), SA(1.0), spectrum intensity (SI) and cumulative absolute velocity (CAV));

(2) 11 different IM levels for each conditioning IM (corresponding to exceedance rates with Poisson
exceedance probabilities of 99%, 80%, 50%, 20%, 10%, 5%, 2%, 1%, 0.5%, 0.2% and 0.1% in
50 years);

(3) 25 ground motions considered for each IM level.

Six conditioning IMs were considered to illustrate the effect of this IM choice on the results; however,
in practice, analysts would utilise only a single conditioning IM. For each of the analyses considered, the
seismic response of the system was quantified using a variety of EDPs [12]. Here, the analysis results for
four different EDPs will be considered: (i) the peak displacement of the ground surface in the free field,
UFF; (ii) the peak displacement of the foundation pile head, UPH; (iii) the peak curvature in the pile
foundations, fP; and (iv) the peak acceleration of the bridge deck, aD.

The distribution PEDP|IM(edp|im) in Equation (1) is obtained on the basis of statistical inference of the
results from seismic response analyses. Note that global collapse of the case study structure (identified by
numerical instability in the analysis) was not observed. If global collapse is significant in other cases,
PEDP|IM(edp|im) should be obtained by considering collapse and non-collapse cases separately [40].

As previously noted, it was not the intention of this paper to examine the error in the seismic demand
hazard resulting from the finite number of ground motion considered for each IM level. Therefore, it
should be noted that the use of 25 ground motions per IM level is such that the resulting error in the
demand hazard is relatively small, as illustrated in the work of Bradley [12], and hence, errors
resulting from the number of IM levels can be generally considered separate from those which
would be incurred using a smaller number of ground motions per IM level.

The seismic response analyses for the 66 different IM levels were based on ground motions selected
using the GCIM approach [9, 34], which is explicitly consistent with the seismic hazard considered.
When making the subsequent comparisons between the seismic demand metrics from intensity-
based assessments and the seismic demand hazard, it is critical that both have been obtained on the
basis of a consistent method of ground motion selection. As noted by Bradley [12], consistent
ground motion selection ensures that the demand hazard will be statistically independent of the
conditioning IM selected.

Finally, it should be noted that in addition to the uncertainty in the seismic response resulting from
ground motion uncertainty, there is also uncertainty due to the idealised modelling of the system via
the adopted seismic response analysis model. This uncertainty is not directly considered herein,
although the errors in the demand hazard resulting from the error in the EDP|IM relationship due to (i)
ground motion or (ii) ground motion and numerical model uncertainty are likely to be similar (because
the latter will inevitably simply result in a larger uncertainty in fEDP|IM(edp|im)). Such an assertion can
be validated in future research.

4. PARAMETRISING EDP|IM FROM SEISMIC RESPONSE ANALYSES AT A LIMITED
NUMBER OF IM LEVELS

As previously noted, computation of the seismic demand hazard requires that the EDP|IM relationship
be prescribed over a continuum of IM values. However, in a practical context, seismic response
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analyses will be performed at only a limited number of IM levels (e.g. Figure 1(b)). Thus, computation
of PEDP|IM requires interpolation (and extrapolation) at all other IM values required in the demand
hazard calculation.

Interpolation and extrapolation of the EDP|IM relationship, for the purposes of computing the
demand hazard, can be performed in two general ways. Firstly, the value of PEDP|IM can be
obtained directly on the basis of the interpolation/extrapolation of values computed at each of
the IM levels considered. Secondly, the parameters of the distribution, fEDP|IM (i.e. mlnEDP|IM
and slnEDP|IM for a lognormal distribution), can be interpolated/extrapolated on the basis of the
parameter values at each of the IM levels considered, and the value of PEDP|IM is obtained
subsequently from the lognormal assumption. The problem with the former approach is that
PEDP|IM is difficult to interpolate/extrapolate because of the following: (i) relatively large high-
order derivatives; and (ii) although PEDP|IM = [1, 0] for the limiting cases of IM = [0, 1], these
bounds are not useful in practice because such limiting cases are not of concern. For these
reasons, the second and more common approach of interpolating mlnEDP|IM and slnEDP|IM will
be considered herein.

There are various interpolation and extrapolation methods that can be used to provide estimates of a
function based on observations at a discrete set of points, such as polynomial or spline interpolation.
Because the number of different IM levels that will be considered here is small, such as two or three
IM levels (as desired from a practical viewpoint), and because there is no need for continuity of first
and higher derivatives of the EDP|IM relationship, attention is restricted to piecewise linear
interpolation. The results to follow were also considered using alternative interpolation functions,
with minimal differences found. Thus, simple piecewise linear interpolation is considered
appropriate for practical computation.

4.1. Interpolation and extrapolation of m lnEDP IMj

Previous parametric functions for the central tendency of the EDP|IM relationship have often been of a
power model form, such that the relationship between ln(EDP) and ln(IM) is linear (e.g. [21, 24, 41]).
Although it is acknowledged that such a functional form has been principally utilised because it allows
a closed-form solution of the demand hazard (and that such analytical solutions can be significantly
erroneous, as previously noted), it will be used herein for piecewise interpolation. That is, the
equation for interpolation of the lognormal mean is given by

m lnEDPjIM imð Þ ¼ ln aið Þ þ bi ln imð Þ imi ⩽ im < imiþ1

bi ¼
ln

miþ1

mi

� �

ln
imiþ1

imi

� � ; ai ¼ exp mi � bi ln imið Þ½ � (2)

where ln() is the natural logarithm of its argument and mi is shorthand for mlnEDP|IM(imi), where imi is
the IM level at which seismic response analyses have been performed and the lognormal mean
computed. Note that the notation of the constant coefficient in the piecewise interpolation has been

kept as ln(ai) so that the median of the distribution EDP50jIM ¼ exp m lnEDPjIM imð Þ
� �

¼ aiimbi .

Some extrapolation of the EDP|IM relationship may also be required if the seismic demand hazard
is required for exceedance rates which are similar to the rates of the maximum and minimum IM
levels considered. Needless to say, extrapolation errors are generally larger than interpolation
errors; therefore, care should be exercised in the maximum and minimum exceedance rates of the
demand hazard, which are considered reasonable. To allow for some level of extrapolation, the
interpolation function for the first and last piecewise segments is simply extended. Figure 2(a)
provides a schematic illustration of the interpolation and extrapolation of the lognormal mean
seismic demand.
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4.2. Interpolation and extrapolation of s lnEDP IMj
The lognormal standard deviation is assumed to follow a piecewise linear variation between IM levels
in logarithmic space, given by

s lnEDPjIM imð Þ ¼ ci þ di ln imð Þ
di ¼ siþ1 � si

ln
imiþ1

imi

� �

ci ¼ si � di ln imið Þ

(3)

where si is shorthand notation for slnEDP|IM(imi), where imi is the IM level at which seismic response
analyses have been performed and the lognormal standard deviation computed. For the purposes of
extrapolation, the standard deviation was taken as a constant and equal to the calculated value at the
maximum or minimum IM level considered. Figure 2(b) provides a schematic illustration of the
interpolation and extrapolation of the lognormal standard deviation.

4.3. Parametric EDP|IM errors using two IM levels from case study results

To illustrate the adequacy of the parametric form of the EDP|IM relationship, it is instructive to
consider the seismic response analysis data from the case study structure for several EDP and IM
combinations. Results are firstly considered for the situation in which seismic response analyses are
performed at only two different IM levels, taken here to be those corresponding to IM exceedance
rates which have 10% and 2% in 50-year exceedance probabilities. Results will also be
subsequently considered for three different IM levels, where the third IM level considered is that
which has a 50% in a 50-year exceedance probability. These IM levels were selected because they
are commonly adopted in multi-objective performance-based design and/or assessment, with the

Figure 2. Interpolation and extrapolation of the EDP|IM relationship between IM levels at which seismic
response analyses are performed: (a) the lognormal mean and (b) the lognormal standard deviation.
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ground motion levels corresponding to these exceedance probabilities denoted as ‘Frequent’, ‘Design’
and ‘Maximum Considered’ in FEMA350 [42], for example, and similar naming elsewhere [43, 44].

Figure 3 illustrates the adequacy of the parametric approximation based on two IM levels for
the relationship between peak pile curvature, fp, and either SA(0.5) (i.e. Figure 3(a–c)) or SI
(i.e. Figure 3(b–d)). In Figure 3(a, b), individual seismic response analysis results are shown
with individual data points at all 11 IM levels, as well as the exact piecewise function based
on all of these 11 IM levels. Also shown is the approximate results based on using only two
IM levels. As expected, it can be seen that the error resulting from extrapolation increases as
the IM value of interest deviates from the two IM levels upon which the parametric form is based. This
is particularly the case in Figure 3(b) for the fp–SI relationship, which can be seen to be significantly
underpredicted based on the linear (in log–log space) approximation. Although there are differences at
the single IM level at which interpolation is performed (corresponding to an exceedance probability of
5% in 50 years), it can be seen that they are minor in relation to those resulting from extrapolation.

Figure 3(c, d) illustrates the lognormal standard deviation computed at the 11 IM levels for which
seismic response analyses were performed. Also shown is the parametric approximation of the
standard deviation, which is obtained on the basis of using only two IM levels. It can be seen that
while the standard deviations fluctuate with IM level, they fall within a relative narrow range, in
comparison with the general increase in the lognormal mean demand with increasing IM level. As a
result, it can be clearly seen in Figure 3(c, d) that the use of a constant standard deviation for
extrapolation is appropriate and that the use of linear extrapolation would result in large errors, and
possibly even negative values.

With regard to bias resulting from extrapolation, it can be seen that for the fp–SA(0.5) relationship in
Figure 3(a), the linear approximation for the mean results in an overprediction at small IM values,
although such an approximation results in an underprediction of the fp–SI relationship in Figure 3(b).
This indicates that an overprediction or underprediction in extrapolation is not a function of the EDP
considered (both of which are fp in Figure 3(a, b)). Similarly, Figure 4(a, b) illustrates the adequacy of
the linear approximation for two cases with the same conditioning IM (i.e. CAV), but different EDPs,
with overprediction for small CAV values in Figure 4(a), but little bias in Figure 4(b). Thus, it can also
be seen that there is no systematic overprediction or underprediction dependent on the choice of the

Figure 3. Comparison between the case study seismic response analysis results, the exact piecewise variation
in distribution parameters based on all 11 IM levels and the approximate variation in distribution parameters
based on two IM levels, for the same EDP but different conditioning IMs. (a, b) illustrate the median, 16th

and 84th percentiles; (c, d) illustrate the lognormal standard deviation.
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conditioning IM. Hence, when seismic response analyses are performed at a limited number of IM levels,
it is not possible to estimate the sign of the extrapolation error, and one can only note that the magnitude of
the error is likely to increase with increasing extrapolation.

4.4. Parametric EDP|IM errors using three IM levels from case study results

In the previous paragraphs, it was seen that the principal problem with the parametric form for the
EDP|IM relationship was based on extrapolation. Because the two IM levels considered were those
related to the 10% and 2% in 50-year exceedance probabilities, the extrapolation error was
particularly large for significantly greater exceedance probabilities, which are also of relevance in
seismic performance assessment. Logically, it is therefore desirable to consider the use of three IM
levels, where the third IM level considered is that corresponding to an exceedance probability of
50% in 50 years.

Figure 5 illustrates the same EDP|IM plots shown in Figures 3 and 4, but with the approximate
EDP|IM distribution based on three IM levels. Because the interpolation/extrapolation is piecewise,
the predictions for the exceedance probabilities less than 10% in 50 years (i.e. the ‘middle’ IM
level) are unchanged. It can be seen that the addition of the third IM level improves the piecewise
prediction for the EDP|IM distribution in all cases, particularly those in Figure 5(b, c), where the
slope of the piecewise interpolation segments vary noticeably. Although figures are not explicitly
provided for the variation in the lognormal standard deviation based on three IM levels, it can be
relatively easily seen from examining Figures 3(c, d) and 4(c, d) that the addition of third IM levels
would also notably improve the parametric approximation of the standard deviation over the full IM
range of interest.

4.5. Error in parametric EDP|IM relation for all case study results

Figures 3–5 illustrated the errors associated with the piecewise approximation of the EDP|IM
relationship using seismic response analyses based on only two or three IM levels for a subset of the
total number of 24 EDP|IM combinations (i.e. four EDPs and six conditioning IMs) that exist in the
case study data. Here, the errors for all of these EDP|IM combinations are considered to enable a

Figure 4. Comparison between the case study seismic response analysis results, the exact piecewise variation
in distribution parameters based on all 11 IM levels and the approximate variation in distribution parameters
based on two IM levels, for different EDPs but the same conditioning IM. (a, b) illustrate the median and

16th and 84th percentiles; (c, d) illustrate the lognormal standard deviation.
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more direct examination of the error in the mean and standard deviation. To consider multiple EDPs in
a single figure, it is necessary to present the errors between the exact results (i.e. those directly obtained
on the basis of 11 IM levels) and the approximate results (i.e. those based on two or three IM levels and
then interpolated/extrapolated to other IM values) in the form of error ratios. The error ratio in the
median of the EDP|IM distribution is obtained from the ratio between the exponentials of the

lognormal means, that is, exp mobservedlnEDPjIM
� �

=exp mpredictedlnEDPjIM
� �

. Similarly, the error ratio in the standard

deviation of the EDP|IM distribution is obtained from sobservedlnEDPjIM=s
predicted
lnEDPjIM . To plot these error ratios

for different conditioning IMs, the exceedance rate of the IM level is utilised.
Figure 6 illustrates the error ratios in the median and standard deviation of the EDP|IM distribution

for the 24 different EDP|IM combinations of seismic response analysis results. It can be firstly noted
that, by definition, there is no error in the median and standard deviation at the IM levels considered
in developing the piecewise interpolation/extrapolation (i.e. an error ratio of 1.0). As was noted with
respect to the subset of results shown in Figures 3 and 4, Figure 6(a) illustrates that when two IM
levels are considered, the largest error in the prediction of the median corresponds to exceedance
rates significantly greater than the lower error of the two IM levels (i.e. IM values for which
lIM ≫ 10% in 50 years). At the smallest IM level considered (corresponding to a 99% in a 50-year
exceedance probability), it can be seen that the average error ratio in the median EDP|IM value is
approximately 2.5, with the 84th percentile error ratio equal to approximately 5.0. In contrast, it can
be seen that there is no significant error in the median EDP|IM when extrapolating to exceedance
probabilities rarer than the larger error of the two IM levels considered, with the average error ratio
close to 1.0 and of relatively small variation. Partially as a result of this difference in the median
error ratios for extrapolation above and below the two IM levels shown in Figure 6(a), it will be
subsequently seen that the seismic demand hazard is very poorly predicted at exceedance rates
greater than those corresponding to these two IM levels.

Figure 5. (a–d) Comparison between the case study seismic response analysis results, the exact piecewise
variation in distribution parameters based on all 11 IM levels and the approximate variation in distribution
parameters based on three IM levels. In each subpanel, the parametric distribution is illustrated via the

median and 16th and 84th percentiles.
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Figure 6(b) illustrates the error ratio in the median value of the EDP|IM relationship based on
considering seismic response analyses at three IM levels. As previously noted, because the
parametric EDP|IM relationship is considered in a piecewise manner, the results in Figure 6(a, b) are
identical for IM levels with exceedance rates less than the middle of the three IM levels considered.
It can be seen that the addition of the third IM level, corresponding to an exceedance rate with 50%
probability of exceedance in 50 years, leads to a significant reduction in the error ratios for more
frequent exceedance rates, as compared with those based on using only two IM levels. Although not as
immediately obvious, there is also an improvement in the error ratio at an exceedance rate of 0.0044,
which is based on extrapolation when using only two IM levels (Figure 6(a)), but interpolation when
using three IM levels (Figure 6(b)).

Figure 6(c, d) illustrates the error ratios in the standard deviation of the EDP|IM relationship based
on the use of two and three IM levels, respectively. It can be seen that the use of a third IM level
reduces the error ratio in the standard deviation at more frequent exceedance rates, but the reduction
is not as noticeable as that for the median in Figure 6(a, b).

5. ESTIMATION OF THE DEMAND HAZARD USING FEW IM LEVELS

Having examined the errors in the EDP|IM relationship resulting from interpolation and extrapolation
to IM values other than those at which seismic response analysis was performed, it is now appropriate
to directly examine the consequent errors in the demand hazard. It should be reiterated that, in theory,
the demand hazard is unique, irrespective of the choice of the conditioning IM [12]. Such a result was
shown to be achievable in a practical context using the same seismic response analyses considered in
this study based on 11 IM levels [12]. It will be seen that the use of seismic response analysis from a
limited number of (two or three) IM levels leads to a larger variation in the demand hazard computed
on the basis of different conditioning IMs. Thus, for reference, the range of exact seismic demand
hazard values based on 11 IM levels from the work of Bradley [12] will be provided for comparison
with the results presented here based on two of three IM levels. This is because the error resulting
from the interpolation/extrapolation of the EDP|IM relationship (referred to as error source 4
previously) is the only difference between the results to follow and those of Bradley [12].

Figure 6. Error ratios in the lognormal mean and standard deviation of the parametricEDP|IM distribution for all
24 EDP|IM combinations in the case study results for (a, c) two IM levels and (b, d) three IM levels. The different
IM levels are denoted by their hazard exceedance rate to plot different conditioning IMs on the same axis.
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5.1. Demand hazard estimation using two IM levels

Figure 7(a, c) illustrates the estimation of the seismic demand hazard for peak pile curvature, fp, and peak
deck acceleration, aD, respectively, based on using seismic response analyses at only two IM levels
(corresponding to 10% and 2% exceedance in 50 years). For comparative purposes, the exceedance
rates of the two IM levels in parametrising the EDP|IM relationship are shown, as well as the range of
the exact seismic demand hazard computed on the basis of using 11 IM levels[12]. Figure 7(b, d)
illustrates the error ratios in the computed demand hazard EDP values for a given exceedance rate, that
is, Error ratio in EDP= edpexact/edpapprox, where lexactEDP edpexactð Þ ¼ lapproxEDP edpapproxð Þ.

Figure 7 illustrates that, as expected, the error in the estimation of the demand hazard is smallest for
exceedance rates in the vicinity of those IM levels which the EDP|IM relationship is developed from.
The errors in the demand hazard for exceedance rates greater than l = 2.1 * 10� 3 (i.e. corresponding to
10% in 50 years) can be seen to increase drastically with increasing exceedance rate, with error ratios
exceeding factors of 0.5 or 2.0 in several cases. With reference to the errors in the EDP|IM results
previously discussed, it can be seen that (i) the extrapolation of the EDP|IM relationship for fp|CAV
(i.e. Figure 4(b)) was fortuitously very accurate, thus resulting in a computed demand hazard, which
is similar to the exact values and (ii) in contrast, the extrapolation of the EDP|IM relationship for fp|SI
(i.e. Figure 3(b)) was very underconservative, resulting in a significant underprediction of the demand
hazard for a given exceedance rate. At the exceedance rates equal to the two IM levels considered, it
can be seen that generally the error ratios are within the range of [0.7, 1.3]. It can also be seen that this

Figure 7. Illustration of the computed seismic demand hazard for two EDPs based on considering seismic
response analyses at only two IM levels. The range in the exact results based on considering seismic

response analyses at 11 IM levels [12] is also shown for reference.
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range in error ratio at these two exceedance rates is notably greater than that which results from the use of
seismic response analyses at 11 IM levels, illustrating the importance of accuracy in the EDP|IM
relationship over a range of IM values, when performing integration, as required in Equation (1). The
greater error ratios in the median EDP|IM relationship for frequent exceedance rates (i.e. Figure 6(a)),
combined with the fact that the contribution toward the demand hazard integral comes principally from
values of IM values below the median ([26], Figure 4), is a reason the error ratios for the IM level
corresponding the 10% in 50 years are generally greater than those at the IM level corresponding to 2%
in 50 years.

5.2. Demand hazard estimation using three IM levels

Figure 8 illustrates the estimation of the seismic demand hazard, and associated error ratios, for peak
pile curvature, fp, and peak deck acceleration, aD, based on using seismic response analyses at three
IM levels (corresponding to 50%, 10% and 2% exceedance in 50 years). By comparing Figures 7
and 8, it is immediately apparent that the inclusion of the third IM level, corresponding to 50%
exceedance in 50 years, results in a significant increase in the accuracy of the computed demand
hazard at frequent exceedance rates. In addition, as a result of adding a third IM level, there is also a
reduction in the error ratios at exceedance rates corresponding to the remaining two IM levels,
with error ratios at these levels now generally within [0.8, 1.2] (in contrast to an error ratio range of
[0.7, 1.3] from using only two IM levels as given in Figure 7). It can be seen in Figure 8(b, d) that

Figure 8. Illustration of the computed seismic demand hazard for two EDPs based on considering seismic
response analyses at only three IM levels. The range in the exact results based on considering seismic

response analyses at 11 IM levels [12] is also shown for reference.
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for all exceedance rates within the range of the three IM levels considered (i.e. between rates
corresponding to 50% and 2% probabilities of exceedance in 50 years), the error ratios are in the
range [0.8, 1.2]. Naturally, the error ratios increase for extrapolation of the demand hazard beyond
the range of the IM levels considered, although the error does not increase rapidly, indicating that a
limited amount of extrapolation may be acceptable (particularly to lower exceedance rates).

5.3. Error in the demand hazard for all case study results

Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the error ratios in the computation of the demand hazard for two different
EDPs. Figure 9 illustrates the error ratios in the demand hazard as a function of exceedance rate, for
all four EDPs considered in the case study structure. With a total of six conditioning IMs, the
consideration of four EDPs gives a total of 24 error ratios per exceedance rate. The mean values,
16th and 84th percentiles of the error ratios, based on the use of two of three IM levels, are also
given in the respective figures. For comparative purposes, the exceedance rates of the IM levels in

Figure 9. Error ratios in the computed seismic demand hazard for all 24 EDP and conditioning IM
combinations of the case study results: (a) using two IM levels and (b) using three IM levels. The
range and 16th and 84th percentiles of the exact results based on considering seismic response analyses at

11 IM levels [12] are also shown for reference.
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parametrising the EDP|IM relationship are shown, as well as the error ratio range and 16th and 84th
percentiles of the error ratios from the exact seismic demand hazard computed on the basis of using
11 IM levels [12]. As noted with respect to Figure 7, it can be seen in Figure 9(a) that there is a
significant error in the demand hazard for exceedance rates greater than the 10% in a 50-year
exceedance probability. Furthermore, even the error in the value of the demand hazard for the
10% in a 50-year exceedance probability is relatively large, with error ratios in the range
[0.7, 1.3], in comparison with a range of [0.9, 1.1] based on exact results. Figure 9(b) illustrates
that the addition of a third IM level at an exceedance rate corresponding to 50% probability of
exceedance in 50 years leads to a significant reduction in the demand hazard error ratio for these
frequency exceedance rates and also provides a further reduction in the error ratios at smaller
exceedance rates. Examination of the error ratio range, and the 16th and 84th percentile values of
the error ratio, for exceedance rates between 50% and 2% probability of exceedance in 50 years,
illustrates that there is in fact no overly significant difference between those based on three IM
levels and the exact results based on 11 IM levels for exceedance rates ‘within’ those of the IM
levels considered.

Because multi-objective performance-based seismic design/assessment is often concerned with the
ground motion levels corresponding to at least three different exceedance rates (e.g. denoted as
Frequent, Design and Maximum Considered ground motion levels in FEMA350 [42]), and because
of the notable reduction in the error in estimating the demand hazard values using three IM levels
compared with two IM levels, it is concluded that at least three IM levels should be considered for
demand hazard estimation in a practical setting.

6. COMPARISON OF APPROXIMATE DEMAND HAZARD WITH WORST-CASE
INTENSITY-BASED ASSESSMENTS

Seismic performance criteria in contemporary seismic design guidelines (e.g. [5–8]) are currently based
on the mean seismic demand obtained from an intensity-based assessment (i.e. ground motions
conditioned on a single IM value). However, the distribution of seismic demand from an intensity-
based assessment, for an IM value with a given exceedance rate, is not unique but is in fact a function
of the particular conditioning IM considered [12, 13]. It has therefore been suggested (e.g. [13], Section
4.2.3) that one approach could be to ensure that the seismic performance is satisfactory for seismic
response analyses utilising ground motion ensembles based on different conditioning IMs [11]. This
logic is analogous to the consideration of different load combinations in conventional gravity design
and essentially results in the seismic demand metric being the maximum of the mean seismic demands
from the various intensity-based assessments considered, which will be referred to herein as a worst-

case intensity-based assessment, and denoted as max mEDPjIM¼imy

h i
[11]. Given the aforementioned

benefits of the seismic demand hazard metric over those based on an intensity-based assessment, it is of
interest to compare the accuracy and precision of the seismic demand metric obtained from a worst-
case intensity-based assessment and from direct estimation of the seismic demand hazard using few IM
levels, with the exact seismic demand hazard based on numerous IM levels.

Bradley [11] recently compared the seismic demands obtained from worst-case intensity-based
assessments with the exact seismic demand hazard for the same case study structure examined here.
The worst-case intensity-based assessments were performed with ground motions having an IM
value with a given exceedance rate, l(imy) = y, and compared with the value of the seismic demand
hazard for the same exceedance rate, that is, lEDP (edpy) = y. Using the notation in the work of
Bradley [11], the error ratio between the EDP value from the exact seismic demand hazard, edpexacty ,

and from the worse-case intensity-based assessment, max mEDPjIM¼imy

h i
, is given by

R IM-based
edp ¼ edp exact

y

max mEDPjIM¼imy

h i (4)
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As an equivalent to the error in the worst-case intensity-based assessments as given by Equation (4),
the error in the approximate demand hazard based on seismic response analyses at a limited number of
IM levels shown in Figures 7–9 can be formally written as

RlEDP
edp ¼ edpexacty

edpapproxy
(5)

where edpapproxy is the seismic demand from the approximate demand hazard curve based on
considering a limited number of IM levels. Because, as shown in Figure 9, the error ratios based on

the approximate demand hazard are dependent on the exceedance rate considered, here, RlEDP
edp is

considered only at the exact exceedance rates corresponding to the IM levels considered in the
parametrisation of the EDP|IM relationship. That is, when the EDP|IM relationship is based on IM
levels corresponding to the 50%, 10% and 2% in 50-year exceedance probabilities, the error ratios,

RlEDP
edp , are considered at these three exceedance rates only to ensure an equitable comparison with the

error ratios, RIM-based
edp , from the worst-case intensity-based assessment.

Figure 10(a) provides a comparison between the error ratio relative to the exact seismic demand
hazard of worst-case intensity-based assessments (i.e. RIM-based

edp ) and the approximate seismic demand

hazard (i.e. RlEDP
edp ). The results for RIM-based

edp are those directly from Bradley ([11], Figure 10). The
‘number of ground motion ensembles utilised’ shown on the x-axis is directly proportional to the
number of seismic response analyses which are required, and therefore is indicative of feasibility
from a practical viewpoint. For the worst-case intensity-based assessments, the number of ground
motion ensembles utilised is equal to the number of different conditioning IMs considered in the

Figure 10. (a) Error ratio, relative to the actual EDP value from the demand hazard for a given exceedance
rate, of the mean from a worst-case intensity-based assessment and the approximate demand hazard based
on few IM levels and (b) the coefficient of variation (COV) in the error ratio. Some results are offset on

the x-axis for clarity.
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intensity-based assessment. For the approximate demand hazard, the number of ground motion ensembles
utilised is equal to the number of different IM levels, which are considered in parametrising the EDP|IM
relationship. It can be seen that, for a given number of seismic response analyses required, the median
error ratio is consistently closer to 1.0 based on the direct approximation of the demand hazard with a
limited number of IMs, as compared with that based on a worst-case intensity-based assessment.
Furthermore, the variability in the error ratio, as indicated by the 16th and 84th percentile confidence
interval in Figure 10(a), or the coefficient of variation in Figure 10(b), is also smaller when directly
estimating the seismic demand hazard. The greater accuracy and precision of the direct approximation
of the seismic demand hazard is apparent whether it be two, three or five ground motion ensembles,
which are required for seismic response analyses. Although the precision of the direct approximation of
the seismic demand hazard notably improves on the basis of using three IM levels in comparison with
two (as elaborated upon previously), it can be seen that there is a diminishing return in the increased
precision when using five IM levels (which were taken to be those with 50%, 20%, 10%, 5% and 2%
probability of exceedance in 50 years). The principal reason for this is the finite sample uncertainty in
the distribution parameters of the EDP|IM relationship (i.e. mlnEDP|IM and slnEDP|IM), due to the use of
25 ground motions for each IM level (e.g. [12], Figure 12).

The aforementioned results and discussion indicates that for a given number of seismic response
analyses, it is better to directly approximate the seismic demand hazard and obtain the EDP value
for a given exceedance rate than to utilise a worst-case intensity-based assessment. In addition to
being more accurate and precise, it is also critical to understand that in estimating the seismic
demand hazard, more information is provided about the seismic performance. For example, if a
worst-case intensity-based assessment is performed using three different ground motion ensembles
(selected on the basis of three different conditioning IMs), then this assessment will provide a
seismic performance metric at the single exceedance rate for which the ground motions are
considered. In contrast, in the direct approximation of the seismic demand hazard, a single
conditioning IM is considered, seismic response analyses are performed on the basis of ground
motions selected at three different IM levels and the seismic demand hazard provides a seismic
performance metric for at least the three exceedance rates considered (which can be interpolated and
even slightly extrapolated as shown in Figure 9 and related text). Furthermore, if seismic
performance metrics based on a worst-case intensity-based assessment were required at three
different IM levels, then this would in fact require three times the number of seismic response
analyses as direct approximation of the seismic demand hazard. Thus, for a given number of seismic
response analyses, direct estimation of the seismic demand hazard for seismic performance
assessment should be preferred in comparison with the use of a worst-case intensity-based assessment.

7. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has examined the computation of the seismic demand hazard from a practical perspective,
with particular focus on the error introduced via the use of seismic response analyses performed at only
a few IM levels. A case study of a bridge–foundation–soil system was used to provide empirical results
to illustrate the salient features of the problem. The error in the relationship between the seismic
demand and ground motion intensity, as a result of interpolation and extrapolation from the IM
levels at which seismic response analyses are performed, was examined, from which it was seen that
extrapolation is the principal problem. It was seen that, for the case study considered, estimation of
the seismic demand hazard based on two IM levels, with IM exceedance probabilities of 10% and
2% in 50 years, can produce approximate results within 30% error for similar exceedance rates, but
errors in excess of a factor of 2 when extrapolated to more frequent exceedance rates that are often of
interest. The computation of the demand hazard using seismic response analyses at three IM levels,
with exceedance probabilities of 50%, 10% and 2% in 50 years, provided an estimate of the seismic
demand hazard with error ratios within 20% or less over a wide range of exceedance rates of interest.

Compared with the conventional use of the mean demand from an intensity-based assessment(s), it
was illustrated that for the same number of seismic response analyses, the seismic demand value
obtained from a practice-oriented approximate seismic demand hazard is a more accurate and
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precise estimate of that from the exact seismic demand hazard. Direct estimation of the seismic demand
hazard also provides information of seismic performance at multiple exceedance rates, in contrast to a
single intensity-based assessment. Thus, if seismic hazard is considered in a probabilistic format, then
seismic performance assessment, and acceptance criteria, should be in terms of the seismic demand
hazard and not intensity-based assessments.
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